
Knowledge & Capacity

Coverage ProvidedNeed Protection

Ticketing Travel Industry NFT ProjectsDPPs

 - payout in brand credit, drives customer retention

 - repair & in-store servicing options

Improved Customer Loyalty

 - with seamless policy issuing and claim filingEnhanced Customer Experience

Circularity & Increased product lifetime 

Ancillary Revenues - revenue share per transaction 

Insurance & Tokenized Asset Enhancement

Whether it is a Digital Product Passport (DPP), a digital Twin, or a Utility NFT, embedding
coverage for theft, loss, repair, replacement, cancellation and more, adds tremendous value,
including:

Secure, Trace, Insure:  
Redefining Tokenized Asset Value

Get in touch! www.avata.gg

Avata is a technical gateway enabling plug-and-play solutions designed to cover risk for
both on-chain and off-chain digital assets in various environment from Web2 (gaming assets
and digital keys), Web2.5 (tokenized real-world assets) and Web3 (NFT) use cases. All
accessible through a simple API integration.
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Connecting Insurance with Tokenized Real World Assets (RWAs)

Avata enables tailored insurances and warranty solutions for RWAs removing the burden of
integrating with many partners. Our solutions facilitate protection & coverage for the underlying
Real-World Asset. Since Avata is industry agnostic, the underlying insurance and warranty
products will vary depending on the merchants’ needs and the portfolio of products provided
by the carrier, which can cover from theft, loss, repair / replacement, cancellation and more. 
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One Stop Shop
A single knowledgeable and tech-savvy integration partner to integrate a broad range of
coverage for both the digital asset (token) and its underlying RWA, removing the burden of
integrating with many partners. 

Compliant Solutions

Avata ensures full legal compliance in all
of its policies & projects, guaranteeing a
risk-free experience that abides by all
modern & upcoming regulations.

With many projects in different industries &
verticals, Avata’s team offers you its expertise
& knowledge to develop innovative solutions
adapted to your projects & its needs

Industry Expertise

A Tailored Approach
Avata operates with an agnostic approach, ensuring the distribution of tailored insurance
and warranty products, adapted to any tokenized asset, supporting cross-border
functionality

Avata is your partner to enable tokenized RWA coverage
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Real World
Item

Peace of mind for RWA customers

Avata enables brands to offer embedded insurance solutions to their customers when
purchasing an item. Should a theft occur, the claim process can easily be initiated with the
Digital Twin, which, in the case of a successful claim, will translate to a seamless store credit
to re-purchase the product (or an alternative one).

These are some of the benefits of partnering with Avata to provide coverage for your
products:


